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The ultimate insider's bar and pub guide to London
Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
An extension of the international 111 Places/Shops series, which has over 170 titles and 1 million copies in print worldwide
Appeals to both the local market (nearly 8.5 million people call London home) and the tourist market (over 16.7 million people
visit London every year).
Fully illustrated with 111 colour photographs
Completely revised and updated edition, including 16 new places
When it comes to drinking, London is unrivalled. Scratch the surface and you'll find a burgeoning craft beer movement, cocktails that
are envelope-pushing and wine bars taking the pomp out of plonk. So where do you start? Start with the ones with the most heart.
The ones with the story to tell. The ones that are so much a part of London that we couldn't imagine a city without them.
In this collection of 111 bars and pubs in London you'll find rooftops, basements, gardens, caves, breweries, distilleries and so much
more. You'll find places the locals couldn't let die and venues so impressive, people have done their upmost to keep them under wraps.
Picking up this book is the equivalent of stepping through the speakeasy door and marvelling at the cave of hidden, boozy wonders
inside. Call it London's best bar crawl yet.
Laura Richards was born near Liverpool and grew up near Peterborough in the United Kingdom. She studied Spanish at the
University of Bristol and in Zaragoza, Spain before moving to London to train as a journalist. She began her career documenting the
bar, club and restaurant scene in London and in her current role as Digital Director and Drinks Editor at Time Out London, she visits
the latest launches to uncover scene-defining bars and pubs. '111 London Pubs & Bars That You Shouldn't Miss' is her first guidebook,
now it its third edition.
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